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I.
This thesis describes work carried out by the 
author in the Department of Natural Philosophy* Glasgow 
University during the period October 1957 to December I96I.
The introductory chapter reviews the state of 
knowledge of - photoproduction from protons and 
its relation to pion-nucleon scattering up to the later 
part of 1960 and thus includes data not available at the 
commencement of this work in 195^» At that time the 
only extensive data available on - photoproduc tion 
from hydrogen was that of heneventano et al.(1956).
Recent data published on photoproduction is referred
to in the final sections of the thesis.
The second chapter * describes the bubble 
chamber and its operation with a high energy photon beam. 
The method of film analysis is also described.
The bubble chamber used in this work* was first 
tested and bz'ought into operation by the designer*
Hr. A. McFarlane* and the present author. The adaption
for operation with a target material contained inside a 
tube passing through the centre of the chamber was the work 
of the author who was also responsible for the design 
of the illumination and photographic systems and the 
electronics controlling chamber operation. Operating 
behaviour was studied by the author to determine optimum
conditions of temperature and expansion ratio and 
enabled a useful increase of cycling rate to be obtained
The details of T-beain collimation were chosen 
in the light of experience in collaboration with 
Dr. l.S. Hughes.
Tlie analysis of photographs was based on a 
method suggested by the author, measurements being 
made on an existing projection table. The spatial 
analysis of the measured evonts was carried out in 
collaboration with Dr. V/. Morton who wrote the 
programme used in computation of particle directions 
and energies.
The third chapter deals with the treatment 
carriedout by the author of the results obtained 
after track analysis. The resulting data are 
discussed and compared with theoretical predictions 
and recent experimental data given by other workers.
IL. iWrROOUCT/O/N. 1-
I.The General Features of Photoproduction from Hydrogen.
The possibility of photoproduc tion of the %-meson 
or pion from hydrogen was first shown by McMillan,
Peterson and White (l9^9) for the reaction
Y + p ic"*" + n . (l)
% production
Y + p - H f - K ^  + p (2)
was first studied by
Panofsky, Steinberger and Stellar (1932). Since these
first experiments both reactions have been extensively 
studied.
The pion is known to be a pseudoscalar particle.
The reactions
p + p — -T d + 'X**’ (3)
and d + — » p + p (4)
can be related by detail balancing, a relation which 
depends on the pion spin. Comparison of Whitehead 
and Ricliman’s data (l93l) on reaction (3) and the 
absorption in deuterium data of Durbin, Loar and 
Steinberger (1931) leads to assigning spin zero to the .
The decay of the - meson
% — » 2 Y ( 3 )
indicates (Yang;1930) that the cannot have spin 1.
2.
It is therefore reasonable to assume spin zero for
+ — , o% , % and % - mesons.
Panofsky, Aamodt and Hadley (l95l) studied the 
absorption of % on deuterium. They showed that
+ d ■—> 2n (6)
occurs. Since the pion is absorbed from an S-state
(Brueckner et alt 1951) the % parity must be negative. 
Similarly the absorption of % on hydrogen showed the 
occurence of
+ p — > n + (7)
indicating the 
equality of % and parities, since the reaction 
would be hindered if emission was not into an S-state 
because of the low energy release.
Thus the pion is shown to have zero spin and 
negative parity and the pion is consequently described 
by a pseudoscalar field.
This conclusion greatly limits the possible 
pion-nucleon interactions we may consider. The 
assumption that pions are emitted or absorbed singly, 
required the interaction to be linear in the pion field 
variable. Relativistic invariance requirements further 
restrict the possibilities to two.
W UjcK 6| P Ct^ T^  si'cx^ 'v^  j ^ ftLî.
(burtLC j'VUcXjC-cTa S^ inO'f'  ^ 6 w  i D f ^  ^r^o.^'cu'^cv ^
/Pt P - jnx^c^ <rrj0JM-col^ . g  ^ fKc
H X ^  t^A^CruCfco ftCc 1^1-txC  . (^i »o Ip L
c C c ^ V -  l(V^4V^aA) CX>v^ y ( / t  j t ü  |( -  K/\JL-J cT l^  ^vvO u% 2^
3.
These two possibilities of pion-nucleon interaction 
with a pseudoscalar pion field are 
Pseudoscalar coupling;
(8)
Pseudovector coupling;
For discussion of photoproduc tion the electromagnetic 
field which is coupled to the charged pion field must also 
be included.
In the lowest order perturbation calculations, 
performed in a power series of coupling constant, the two 
couplings are equivalent if
G = —  ^ (lO)p.
Higher order terms occur as divergent integrals*
While the P.V, coupling cannot therefore be used in its 
local form, P.S, coupling yields to mass and charge 
renormalisation as practised in quantum electrodynamics* 
Unfortunately the role of appearing in the P.S. 
interaction Hamiltonian is to couple nucleon and 
anti-nucleon spinors resulting in the production of 
virtual nucleon - anti-nucleon pairs being very probable.
4.
Further the value of the coupling constant is large.
These facts make calculation beyond the insufficient 
first order approximation very difficult.
These difficulties led to an interpretation of 
early experiments purely in terms of general conservation 
laws. Partial wave analyses have been used for both 
pion-nucleon scattering and photoproduc tion and since 
the range of the pion-nucleon interaction is small ^
^  '^f^c y we expect that only a few partial waves 
should suffice.
The considerations of angular momentum and parity 
give the following possible transitions for photoproduction 
from nucleons at low angular momenta.
Table I.
Intermediate Final Angular MomentumY-1 ran si tion State State Distrib. dépendance of
Ed 1/2 sVa Const q3/2 - d3/2 2 + 3 sin^^P
Md 1/2 + pVa Const3/2 + p3/2 2 + 3 sin^ q^
En 3/2 + p3/z 1 + Cos^6> q35/2 + f V 2 1 + 6  cos^&
- 3 cos^<9 q7
5.
The angular distributions given are for the pure 
final state. The momentum dependence
(q = pion centre of mass momentum)
holds at low energies.
Steinberger and Bishop (1952) using a liquid hydrogen 
target and Janes and Krausbaar (1954) by polythene - carbon 
subtraction used scintillation telescopes to measure 
differential cross sections for production from hydrogen 
at 90^ lab. over the range I63 - 312 mev. Bernardini 
and Goldwasser ( 1954 a,b) used nuclear emulsions at 
several angles round a gaseous target. These measurements 
were later extended by Beneventano, Bernardini et al.(1956). 
Other references to experimental work are listed in 
Appendix I.
These experiments showed the cross section varying 
proportionally to the meson centre of mass momentum and the 
low energy angular distribution to be effectively isotropic 
thus indicating the importance of S-wave - photoproduc tion 
at low energy.
Experiments on photoproduc tion from hydrogen by
Goldschmitt-Clermont et al.(1953 a) who observed recoil 
protons in emulsions, Silverman and Stearns (1952) and 
Mills and Koester (1955) using scintillation telescope to 
detect a single - decay photon, showed this was not the
6.
case in %°-photoproduction. The cross-section rises
3as q indicating the dominance of p-wave production 
even close to threshold.
The work of Goldschmitt-Clermont et al. (1933 a) and 
Lu eke y et af. (1939 ) shows the angular distribution to be 
far from isotropic at I70 - 175 mev, the former workers 
estimating S-wave production at not more than 3?o.
As the energy rises above threshold p-wave production 
plays an increasingly important part in - photoproduc tion 
and the angular distribution is no longer isotropic.
Bruecker (1932) suggested on theoretical grounds 
that pion-nucleon interactions should involve the existence 
of a nucleon isobar with T = 3/2 and J = 3/2* which would 
give rise to resonance effects.
The pion-nucleon scattering experiments of Anderson, 
Fermi et al. (1953) and Fermi et al.(1933) suggested the 
existence of a resonance corresponding to a pion centre 
of mass energy of I30 mev. They found that the ratios 
of the total cross sections for
+ P — ^ 9c"*" + p
+ P — ^ 'k” + p (11 )
— o% + p — > % + n
7.
in the neighbourhood of the resonance were 9: 1: 2.
This fact is simply explained by the assumption of 
charge independence and the dominance of the T = 3/2 
interaction. The value of the cross-section at 
resonance indicates the resonant state to be J = 3/2. 
Phase shift analysis carried out by many workers shows 
the (3/2 , 3/2) phase shift ^  33 becomes 90^ at about 
193 mev confirming the existence of a resonance,
(Chiu and Lomond, 1959)«
It is reasonable to suppose that this resonance 
would also appear in pion-photoproduction at the 
appropriate energy. Consequently Walker, Teasdale
et al. (1955) and Toliestrup et al. (1935) measured
angular distributions for incident photons in the 
energy range EY = 200 - 470 mev using magnetic 
spectrometer and counter telescope systems respectively. 
Their results show a maximum total cross section for 
photoproduct of 21.10 ^^cm^ at 320 mev. Above
this maximum the cross section falls off faster than
2^ ( /\ = photon wave length) , a behaviour expected
above a resonance.
The angular distribution at 320 mev is approximately 
of the form 2 + 3  sin . Which agrees with the
supposition of a magnetic dipole transition to a J = 3/2
8.
state•
A similar behaviour is shown in photoproduc tion
where Walker, Oakley and Tollestrup (1953) observe the
2angular distribution at 300 mev to be of the 2 + 3 sin (9 
form.
Oaicley and Walker ( 1955 ) and McDonald, Peterson and
Corson (1957) have together covered the angular range
30  ^ - 150  ^for - production for photon energies from
260 to 450 mev. They show the cross section reaches a
-29maximum of 27*10 mev at 320 mev with a rapid fall off 
of cross section at higher energies. Their results 
confirm the 2 + 3  sin ^ dependence of angular 
distribution in the region around 3OO mev. The fact 
that the cross section at resonance is greater than
that for production suggests the T = 3/2 final state
to be the more important.
The foreraentioned experiments thus lead to the 
conclusion that the magnetic dipole transition to a 
T = 3/2, J = 3/2 state plays a major part in pion- 
photoproduc tion from hydrogen and results in the 
appearance of a resonance for photon energies near 
300 mev. At energies close to threshold it is seen
that while - production is still mainly p - wave, 
production has an important s - wave contribution.
Watson et al.(I956) have made a detailed anal ysis
along these lines for energies up to resonance* Their 
analysis shows that besides production by magnetic dipole 
transition into the T = 3/2 J = 3/2 state other p-wave
modes must also be included and possibly some D-waves
interference terms as well.
If S and P-wave production is considered together 
with D-wave interference effects, the differential cross 
section may be written in the form
4 ^  = A + B Cos (P + c COB^Ô (12)
The coefficients A,B and C are related to the 
transitions shown in Table I by the relations
A = /Ed/^ + V 2 (/U/2 + /V/^)
B = - 2 Re (Ed*K) (I3)
C = /K/^ - V 2 (/U/^ + /V/^)
where U = 2M^(3/2 ) + (V2)
V = (3/2) - (^/2) + V 2 Eq (l]a)
K = (^2 ) - (V2 )- V 2 Eq
Each of the transition amplitudes in (l3a) correspond 
to a final state of given angular momentum.
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These amplitudes can be further subdivided into 
parts leading to final states with T = l/2 and T = 3/2.
The resulting complex amplitudes can be related to the 
pion-nucleon scattering phase shifts by the requirement 
of unitarity for the S-matrix covering all scattering 
and photoproduc tion channels. The phases of the 
photoproduc tion amplitudes are then given by the pion- 
nucleon phase shifts and the four elementary photoproduc tion 
processes can be described by 12 real quantities for 
energies up to resonance. The expressions for the 
amplitudes of (l3a) have been given by Gell-Mann 
and Watson (1954) .
Beneventano, Bernardini et al. (1936) have used 
equation (12) to analyse the angular distributions for 
photoproduc tion on hydrogen. However, this form of 
angular distribution, although suitable for discussion 
of - production is incomplete when production
is considered.
All the theories (Marshak, 1932) of charged 
photoproduc tion give rise to a term in the matrix 
element
11.
where k ^ k is the photon momentum, energy and q , q^ 
the meson momentum, energy in the centre of mass system 
and Ê and are the photon polarisation and nucleon
spin respectively.
This term occurs in the lowest order calculations 
and arises from the direct interaction of the 
electromagnetic field with the meson field. Since
this term contributes to all partial waves charged 
pion photoproduction carmot be represented completely 
by (12).
The variations from Eq (12), introduced by 
inclusion of the direct interaction or retardation term, 
are most apparent at energies well above threshold and 
for production at forward angles.
Consequently experiments have been performed 
by Malmberg and Robinson (1938), Uretsky et al.(1958), 
Lazarus, Panofsky et al. (1959) and Knapp et al. (1959) 
for photon energies from 220 to 390 mev with emphasis on 
- production at forward angles.
These experiments show that when results at small 
angles are included, the angular distributions cannot be 
fitted by (12) but give better agreement with the theory 
of Chew et al. (1957) which includes the retardation 
terra.
12.
Moravesik (1956) pointed out the importance 
of the retardation term in analysis of photoproduction. 
The addition of the retardation term to the photoproduc tion 
matrix element as used by Gell-Mann and Watson (1954) 
leads to a representation of the angular distribution by
( 1 - 3 COS'S (15)
where (3 ■ 9/q ^  is the me son velocity in the centre of mass. 
Knapp et al. (1957) showed (I3)  ^unlike Eq(12), to be 
capable of representing the data.
We now have for the angular distribution
( I ~
—  ci Tie ^  )  G n  3> -t- r  |k  I -  ^ (|u  I -t- IV /  j j  O n  (P
- (iji -t( / " Cl-o -) /
.fc c - , c c ( l s - ^  -)]^  I '  (S /  J
(16)
The coefficients Ed, U, V and K are as defined above 
for equation (I3) except for the factor ^
15.
shown explicitly here. R is the amplitude of 
the retardation term.
14.
2. Photoproduction of near threshold
Apart from the general relationship between 
pion-nucleon scattering and - photoproduc tion 
derived from S-raatrix properties a further relationship 
exists as indicated by Marshak (1931) and Anderson and 
Fermi (1932). This relationship holds at threshold 
and also involves measurements of the Panofsky ratio.
Panofsky et al. (1931) observed the absorption 
of negative pions by hydrogen at zero energy. Two
reactions occured on absorption of the % , charge- 
exchange scattering
+ p — > + n (l?a)
and radiative absorption,
% + p — ^ n + Y (17b)
The Panofsky experiment measured the ratio
p __ rate + p + n)rate (%“ + p ^  n + Y)
The important point is that Wightman (1930) and 
Brueckner et al. (1951) have shown that the absorption 
of the % , which takes place after the pion is
captured into an orbital round the proton is extremely 
unlikely from any but the K-shell. In other words
15.
In other words the Panofsky experiment observes a 
purely S-wave pion-nucleon interaction.
As a result reaction (l7b) is directly related to 
the inverse reaction, photoproduc tion at threshold
Y + n — > % + p (l8)
, which is
also purely s-wave, by detailed balance.
Thus we have
+ p —^ + n ) = Px 2 (— (Y + n - ^ p  + %")
(19)
Unf or tuna te ly ( Y + n —> p + % ) must be 
inferred from experiments on deuterium. The ratio
« ■ ?i î  : p
is deduced from measurements of
The behaviour of (Y + p —> + n) in the
photon energy range 170 - 230 mev has been measured by
Beneventano, Bernardini et al. (1936). Their results
indicate that
Y L f _ \  ^ -5c
Ster
16.
/ kover the range of measurement, where
Since the retardation term vanishes at threshold
the total cross section at threshold is given by
^TT a U V ”)
Assuming CLq  ^ remains constant down to threshold we 
obtain close to threshold the total cross section
(fl ( X 0^0^ . lO ) d+n .' ^ (22)
The ratio (20) must be deduced from measurements 
of the '^ /iC ratio from deuterium.
Sands et al.(1934), Beneventano et al. (1958) and 
Hogg and Bellamy (1958 ) have measured the 
ratio by detecting the charged pions produced and show 
that the ratio rises as lower pion energies are observed.
Since we no longer have a two-body interaction a 
given pion energy cannot be related to a unique photon 
energy. It appears reasonable, however, that the 
impulse approximation (Chew, Goldberger(1952); Chew,
Wick, (1952)) is applicable to photoproduc tion in 
deuterium since the nucleons are widely separated 
compared with the pion and photon wavelengths (Lederman, 
Rogers (1957)) and are weakly bound. The spectrum 
of photon-energies corresponding to a given pion energy 
gives a mean photon energy close to that given by two
17.
body kinematics.
N*” / +The experiments indicate a value of ^  1.6
for the % /%^ ratio at threshold measured in deuterium. 
To obtain the threshold value for the ratio from free 
nucleons, corrections must be made to allow for the 
final state interactions arising from the presence of 
an extra nucleon. Charge symmetry indicates identical 
nuclear interactions for
Y + d —^ + p + p (a)
+ / . (23)Y + d —^  X + n + n (b)
and consequently coulomb effects alone, present only in 
% production, need be considered in reducing the ratio
/ A/^ "^  measured in deuterium to the ^ /'X'*" ratio for
free nucleons.
The most complete calculation has been given by 
Baldin (1958) who calculated the effect of both nuclear 
and coulomb interactions. The coulomb effects are due
to interaction between all 3 final state particles in 
reaction (23a) and causes c5”(Y + cf —^ % + 2p) to
rise up steeply above (T (Y + n —> + p) at photon
energies below I70 mev. Nuclear interactions between
the final states have a smaller but opposite effect 
reaching to higher energies.
18.
Application of the Baldin corrections to the data 
of Sands et al. (1954), Beneventano et al. (1958) and 
Hogg and Bellamy (1958) suggests a threshold value of 
R = 1,3. Hence the threshold value for % production 
from neutrons is
(^ % ) = 1.86 .10 (^) cm^. (24)
using the value of Eq(22).
The experimental values mentioned above depend upon 
the validity of the impulse approximation and upon the 
assumption that the use of two body kinematics is a 
sufficiently good approximation.
Adamovich et al. (1959) have studied the reaction
Y + d — :=> + P + P
using emulsions loaded with deuterium. The method
has the advantage that all final particles are detected 
and hence the photon energy can be unambiguously 
determined. Their experiment also gives support to 
the validity of the impulse approximation when final 
state interactions are considered. By selection of
final particle momenta, so as to obtain maximum validity 
of the impulse approximation and to minimise the coulomb 
interaction between pion and protons Adamovich et al.
19.
found do to be constant in the range 137 - 180 mev 
0.Q = 19.1 - 2,1. 10 cm^/ster.
Although this value is consistent with the value cf 
CXo measured by Beneventano et al. (1936) for R = 1,3 
Adamovich et al. (1960) obtained a value for 
appreciably higher than Beneventano et al. The
Adamovich value is consistent with (Xq constant in 
the range 133 - 175 mev with a value
û T  = 18. 10 cm^/ster.
Adamovich et al. (1960) give an improved and 
corrected value for d o  which combined with their 
value for gives a value R = 1.3 - 0.13.
It should be pointed out that there is no theoretical 
justification for and Oo being constant up to
threshold. However, if the extrapolations of and 
% results are handled similarly the exact method of 
extrapolation used has little effect on the % /%^ ratio 
from free nucleons , though naturally affecting the 
absolute values of the threshold cross sections.
The discrepancy between the threshold values obtained 
by Adamovich et al. and Beneventano et al. may be due to 
the values of do and do not being constant
down to threshold. However the two experiments do not
20.
give very good agreement for where the
measurements are performed at similar energies. The 
difference could lie in differences of beam monitoring 
for the two experiments.
The value for the cross section for
Y + n 7^*” + p
at threshold obtained from photoproduction experiments 
is to be compared with the value deduced from charge- 
exchange scattering at zero energy.
Charge-exchange scattering of pions on protons
- o% + P —^  % + n
has been measured by Spry (19^4) and Tinlot and Roberts
(1954) for pion energies in the range 20 - 4o mev , and 
Bodansky et al. (1954) at 65 mev. Kernan et al.(I960) 
give measurements at 6l and 95 mev. However, because 
of the scarcity of information particularly at low 
energies where the experiment becomes difficult, it is 
usual to include data from both and % elastic 
scattering in determining the zero energy cross section 
for charge exchange scattering.
This proceedure depends on the aplicability of charge 
independence to pion-nucleon scattering. The validity
21.
of this assumption was first shown by Anderson, Fermi 
et al. (1932 a ,b ) and is confirmed by the success of the 
phase shift analysis of pion-nucleon scattering.
Since at low energy the scattering process is 
entirely S-wave, the charge exchange total cross section 
is given by
^  X  ^  (25)
where ^ , j ^ 3  are the s-wave phase shifts for 
T = and T = 3/2 states respectively. ( ) the
ratio of centre of mass meson velocities allows for the 
%  ^ mass difference. (Schiff: 1933)•
Orear (193^) has analysed pion-nucleon scattering 
data up to 65 mev and concludes
(5^ - S = (0,272 - ,016) %
Combining the Orear values with the threshold velocity 
= 0 , 2 0  - 0 , 0 1  C given by Chinowsky and Steinberger 
(1934) we have the threshold value
where q is the % meson momentum.
Using the Panofsky ratio and detailed balance we
22.
can arrive at a value for (Y % ) which can be
compared with the value obtained from photoproduction 
experiments.
The ratio
P = raratete + (%- + Y + n
measured at zero energy was first measured by Panof sky 
et al.(1951) as 0,94. The importance of the ratio lies 
in the entirely S-wave nature of the reactions.
Table III shows the experimental values obtained for 
the Panofsky ratio.
Table II
Panofsky et al. (1951) 0,94 + 0,30 Pair Spectrometer
Lederman et al. (1956) 1,10 + 0,50
Cassels et al. (1957) 1,50 + 0,15 Cerenkov counter
Fischer et al. (1958) 1,87 + 0,10 It
Knenher et al. (1959) 1,60 + 0,17 Pair Spectrometer
Koller and bachs(l959) 1,46 + 0,10 Cerenkov counter
Derrick (i960) 1^51 + Q.,10 Bubble Chamber
Dunaitsev et al .(i960) l , 4 o + 0,08 Y-Y coincidences
Samois (i960) 1,62 0.06 Bubble Chamber
J ones (1961) 1,56 + 0,03 Cerenkov counter.
23-
The earlier data seem to show inconsistencies#
The charge exchange produces a of velocity 0,20C which 
on decay into two photons gives rise to a flat Y-spectrum 
ranging from 55 - 83 mev. The radiative absorption produces 
a line spectrum at 129 mev. Both Pair spectrometer and 
Cerenkov counters have been used to determine the relative 
intensities of these two spectra.
The Cerenkov experiments unfortunately are not able 
to resolve completely the two spectra. Particularly 
in the earlier experiments this limited the accuracy of 
the result. The individual spectrum shapes are 
determined by observing Y-Y coincidences for the 7i°-decay 
spectrum and delayed neutron Y-coincidences for the 129 mev 
line. Reduced counting rate and uncertainty of counting 
efficiency prevented the Panofsky ratio being determined 
from the separate spectra. Systematic errors in these 
spectra due to unsuspected variation of efficiency with 
energy would considerably affect the result obtained.
Fischer et al.(1938) and Kdller and Sachs(1939) 
convert the Y-rays in the Cerenkov counter. Since the 
shower electrons are highly relativistic, if they are 
contained, the intensity of Cerenkov light is very nearly 
proportional to the photon energy. Systematic errors 
may arise from scattering in the defining aperture.
24.
Cassels et al. (1937) and Jones et al. (1961) use a 
lead converter defining the aperture with a scintillator. 
This reduces the efficiency and makes it energy dependant.
The experiments of Panof sky et al. ( 1931 ) and Kuenlier 
et al. (1939) used pair spectrometers for photon detection 
and were able to separate the two spectra. Kuenher et al. 
used a 180^ pair spectrometer and fitted the spectra with 
calculated resolution curves. The major correction in
these experiments is for the energy dépendance of pair 
production. Kuenher et al. have a correction of only 
1/0 for the overlap of spectra.
Samois (1960) and Derrick et al.(I960) use liquid 
hydrogen bubble chambers to detect internally converted 
pairs from the two reactions. These independant results
are in agreement with the other methods.
,It seems fairly certain we can rely on a value for 
the Panofsky ratio of
p = 1,53 - ,03
a value deduced from the more recent results,Combining the 
values
p = 1,53 - ,03
= 8,25. 10-28 cm2
in equation (19)
23.
+ n p + u") = (k^q=o (T; ( i(°)
one obtains
-28/n/ \ 2(T(Y + n -T» p + %~) = (3,00 - 0,24).10" (Vfx) cm
This value is too large compared with the results deduced 
from photoproduction
Bernardini (l,86 - ,19) .10 (S^ M-) cm
Adamovich (2,19 - 0,23) 10 (%^p) cm^
» \to be attributable to statistical errors. The Bernardini 
result depends on ratio results of other workers
besides those of Beneventano et al. The difference between 
Adamovich and Bernardini results (l5/<>) probably arises 
partly from the difficulty of bremsstrahling beam calibration. 
The value for (T(Y % ) deduced from scattering data 
appears beyond the uncertainty of beam calibration which 
is probably around lO/o. We shall return to this 
discrepancy in a later section.
26.
3• Recent Theory of the Pion-Nucleon Interaction.
The previous section shows up some inconsistencies 
in the relation between low energy pion-nucleon scattering 
and pion-photoproduction data. In order to discuss this 
problem it is useful to make use of some theoretical 
guidance which can be obtained from recent theoretical 
work.
We have seen in a previous section that the possible 
relativistically invariant pion-nucleon interactions do 
not yield to more than an insufficient first order 
approximation.
One of the difficulties of using the pion-nucleon 
interac tion
—  L &■ ) Y" (26)
is the importance of nucleon anti-nucleon pairs.
These nucleon anti-nucleon pairs are eliminated if we 
consider the non-relativistic limit for the nucleons 
when (26) reduces to
é *  . T  ('v f ) (27)
where (p is a Pauli spinor.
Since we have introduced an extra power of meson
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momentum in (2?) the interaction leads to divergences
unless we replace the point interaction by a non-local
interaction, the nucleon being spread out.
This spreading out of the region of interaction
is equivalent to the introduction of a cut-off momentum
q • For a source density P (£ ) the interaction r^aax I  ^ ^
become s
H.iU- - J ' *' ■ " ' : r / (28)
This "static" or "cut-off" theory is therefore 
described by two parameters, the cut-off energy and the 
coupling constant
F = #  (29)
and is limited to energies at which both initial and 
final nucleon are non-relativistic.
Chew and Low (195^) have presented the theory 
for pion-nucleon scattering and for photomeson production 
The interaction for photoproduction is obtained by the 
substitution
^  ^ J ^  (30)
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in the interaction Lagrangian Lint = - Hint. The 
retardation term is obtained using this substitution 
on the free field Lagrangian.
Though this substitution is correct for a local 
interaction it does not lead to exact gauge invariance 
with an extended source. The necessary extra terms 
are not well defined but fortunately they appear 
unimportant for photoproduction at energies for which 
the static approximation is applicable.
The theory has been summarised for pion-nucleon 
scattering by Wick (1933) and Chew (llandbuch der Physik, 
43 ). Chew also discusses photoproduction.
The"cut-off" theory gives a better repre sentation 
of scattering and photoproduction than previous theories.
The theory is limited in that the interaction (28) 
gives only a P-wave interaction between pion and nucleon. 
Nucleon recoil effects are also neglected.
Chew showed that the first order calculation is 
insufficient and that higher orders are necessary.
More recently dispersion theory has been applied 
to pion-nucleon interactions as well as other problems. 
Karplus and Kuderman (1933) showed the practical use 
of dispersion-relations in meson theory. Goldberger 
et al.(1933) gave dispersion relations for pion-nucleon
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scattering at 0° which were shown by Anderson,Davidson 
and Kruse (l953) to be in agreement with the experimental 
results for total scattering cross sections.
Dispersion relations have been extended to other 
angles by many workers. Chew, Low, Goldberger and 
Nambu (1937) have applied dispersion theory to pion- 
nucleon scattering and pion photoproduction. They 
show that this theory essentially gives the results of 
the "cut-off" theory. It has however the advantages 
of being rela tivis tic and including recoil effects and 
for this reason supercedes the "cut-off" theory.
The dispersion relations indicate the restrictions 
placed upon the S-matrix required by causality, that is, 
the requirement that signals cannot propagate with 
velocity greater than C.
More exactly two assumptions are necessary.
Firstly, the assumption of microscopic causality which 
indicates non-interference of observables at points with 
space like separation however small the separation.
This assumption seems to be strictly applicable only to 
local field theory. The second assumption postulates 
that all physical states form a complete set. It is 
not clear that this is necessarily the case in a local 
field theory.
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However assuming these conditions dispersion 
relations have been derived in special cases. In 
many cases dispersion relations, based on perturbation 
theory, have been assumed.
Goldberger, niyazawa and Oehrae (1935) give forward 
scattering dispersion relations for pion-nucleon elastic 
scattering. For charged pions these may be written
oO
-r k'"" àk'
" o k^} (31)
where D- and D+ are the dispersive (real) parts of the 
forward scattering amplitude D + I A in the laboratory.
and
b-CkJ -  br(°) "  £ ------- : • -)
t'’-- (^2)k' -  k".
where (k ) =
and w^ = k2 + p.2 ±q the meson lab energy.
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subtraction is necessary in (32) to obtain convergence.
Puppi and Stanghellini (1937) compared D+ and D- 
with experiment and found a discrepancy for % scattering. 
Spearman (1960) using the S-wave scattering lengths given 
by Orear(l93^)» ^1= 0,163 and a^ = -0,103, together with 
f^ = 0,08 - ,01 and using better cross section values 
eliminated this discrepancy. The recent values given 
by Hamilton and Woolcock (I960)
= 0,173 a^ = - 0,087
improve the fit further. It appears the original 
discrepancy is resolved using improved data.
Chew, Low, Goldberger and Nambu (1937) give 
dispersion relations for pion-nucleon scattering at 
finite angles, and assume the dispersion integrals are 
dominated by the (3,3) resonance. The results are 
given to order and thus include some corrections
to the static approximation.
They give results for the S , P and D-wave phase 
shifts. Since only the (3,3) contribution to the 
dispersion integrals has been used it is unlikely that 
the small P-wave phase shifts are very reliable. Their 
results indicate
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A  ( y
' '^/fw (33)
Equations (33) result as a direct consequence of 
crossing symmetry. In particular Chew et al. give,
(34)
which, perhaps fortuitously, agrees reasonably with 
experimental data. However inclusion of high energy
cross sections into the integral would probably require 
the introduction of a subtraction.
Chew et al. also give dispersion relations for 
pion photoproduc tion at nucleons, again assuming the 
(3 ,3) resonance dominates the integrals. Their 
treatment leads to expressions for the amplitudes 
appearing in Eq(l6) for photoproduc tion. The 
resulting expressions are collected into a convenient 
reference by Lazarus et al.(1939)#
The evaluation of the dispersion equations as 
carried out by Chew et al. (1937) depends on the following 
assumptions. The dispersion integrals are assumed to
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be dominated by the (3 ,3) resonance to the extent that 
other contributions can be ignored. In general the 
integrals contain a contribution arising from non­
physical values of the energy variable which has been 
assumed negligible. Only in the case of momentum 
transfer equal to the momentum transfer at threshold 
does this non-physical contribution vanish. This 
occurs for pion-production at an angle given by
k i <lo ® (35)
Baldin (1960) points out the better fit of the Chew 
et al. calculations under this condition.
Mandelstam (1958) has proposed a powerful method 
in which both energy and momentum-transfer variables 
are extended into complex variables simultaneously.
The Mandelstam representation, together with the
unitarity requirements on the S-matrix, appears to be
capable of giving a complete theory of strong interactions.
Ball (i960) has used the Mandelstam representation 
to calculate the effects of a two-pion resonance on 
photoproduc tion. The pion-pion coupling constant ^
is expected to be of order 6^  . Ball finds a small
value of /\ having an appreciable effect both on the
34.
threshold photoproduction cross sections and the 
/%^ - ratio, for nucleons.
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4. The Threshold Problem.
We have seen in a previous section that the value 
of the zero energy charge-exchange cross section for 
pion scattering, deduced from results of phase shift 
analysis using Orear * s (195^) values for the scattering 
lengths a^ and a^, does not agree with the value deduced 
from Bernardini *s data on production.
A solution to this problem was proposed by Cini 
et al. (1958) who pointed out that the extrapolation 
of the pho toproduc tion data of Beneventano et al., 
by assuming to be constant down to threshold,
is not in agreement with the dispersion relations of 
Chew et al. (1957).
Eq(l6) gives the cross section for photoproduc tion 
where the theoiry of Chew et al. ( 1957 ) leads to values 
for the amplitudes Ed, U, V, K and R. To first 
approximation ( given also by earlier theory)
Ed = R = 1
when
(36)
The second term in (36) contains both the pure 
retardation term and the interference between the S-wave
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and retardation term given in Eq(l6). The presence 
of this term predicts a decrease in the value of 
l~F ^  I “ ii/ ^ as the energy rises above threshold.
Using the behaviour predicted by dispersion theory as a 
guide for the extrapolation of the experimental data to 
threshold, a higher threshold value for is
obtained
a.^ = 20. 10 ^^(2) cm^/ster
Cini et al. (1938) used this value, obtained by 
normalising the curve given by dispersion theory to 
the data at 1?0 mev, to obtain the threshold total 
cross section
(8 = 1.93 X lO"^^(^) cm^.
On the basis of Eq(34) Cini et al. obtain the
value
- a^ =0,24 
at zero energy. They used the form
(a% - (l + (37)
where A = 0,31 and B = 0,0318. The constants were 
determined by setting a^  ^ - a^ = 0,27 at both 30 and I50 mev.
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A value of a^  ^ - a^ at zero energy can be also 
obtained from the forward scattering dispersion 
relations of Goldberger et al. (l955) from Equation (3I ). 
The dispersion integrals are evaluated assuming 
^-(k) = ^+(lc) for energies above 2 Bev.
Pomeranchuk (1958) has shown that if ^-(k) and
^ +(k) approach constant values at high energies 
then ^ - (k) = ^ +(k) at these energies.
This is supported by data of Cool et al.(195^) and 
Lougo et al.(1959). The value a^ - a^ = 0,24 requires
f2 ^  0 ,075.
The use of the Cini values with the previous 
values of Panof sky ratio and ^  ^ ratio gives a
better agreement than the original values.
We obtain for (5^  (Y + n + p) the
values near threshold
Deduced from ■ Deduced fromphotoproduc tion I Scattering
Valuer^ I ( J )  . . 3 , 0 0  ( J ) . 1 0 " 2 8  c m ^ .
2 , 5 0 ( g ) .  1 0 - 2 8 c m 2 .  2 , 3 ^  ( g )  . 1 0 - 2 8 c « 2  .
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The treatment of the charge exchange scattering 
cross-section assumes the validity of charge independence. 
Even when coulomb effects have been allowed for and 
purely nuclear phase shifts are used, the % - mass
difference should lead to a divergence from charge 
independence at low energy, because of the momentum 
difference between the initial and final states. 
Furthermore cit energies below 40 mev the % may 
undergo radiative capture with a probability comparable 
with that for charge exchange scattering (Ange11, Perry 
(1953)) producing modifications in the phase shifts.
Noyes (195^) has estimated these effects as introducing 
a correction of not more than lO/o.
The threshold values obtained by Cini et al.(1958) 
although improving the consistency of the low energy 
pion data cannot be taken as final.
The extrapolation of ( - S ^ ) / q t o q = o
as carried out by Cini et al. is rather arbitary and the 
form of the extrapolation does not represent the available 
data well.
More recently further experiments on pion-nucleon 
scattering have attempted to determine the energy 
dépendance of the S-wave phase shifts, Fischer and 
Jenkins (1959) found
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^ 3/q = -(0,104 - ,006) in agreement 
with the Orear (193^) value. However, an equally 
good fit is given by
^3/q = - 0,089 w ~  0,089 - 0,045q2
where w + M is the total centre of mass energy.
The second value has a non-linear dependence on q as 
suggested by dispersion theory. Barnes et al.(I960)
have analysed % and scattering below I3O mev and
obtained
^ 3/q = - (0,1145 - ,0026)
^l/q = 0,205 - 0 ,09q^ + 0,018q 
which gives
- a^ = 0,32
a value much higher than that given by Orear and which 
is incompatible with photoproduction data. A further 
analysis by Hamilton and Woolcock (1960) gives
^ 3/q = 0,087 - 0,07 q^
5l/q = 0,178 - 0 ,01q2
the dependence for agreeing well with that
previously given by Fischer and Jenkins (1939) . These 
values give
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ai - = 0,263 - ,007
The phase shifts and are the "nuclear"
phase shifts obtained after correction for coulomb 
effects by the method of Van Hove (1932) plus additional 
corrections given by Solmitz (1934) • These corrections
assume coulomb effects can be ignored within a sphere 
of radius f~c — . Hamilton and Woolcock
(i960) show the inclusion of coulomb interference effects
for <  r-^ reduce the value of a^  ^- a^ by 0,02 giving
- a„ = 0,245 i ,00?
as the value to be used to calculate the zero energy
charge-exchange cross section.
The threshold value for photoproduction given
by Cini et al.(1938) is based upon dispersion theory, 
the theoretical curve being normalised to the I70 mev 
measurement of Beneventano et al.(l93^)* It is 
apparent however, that the experimental data does not 
agree with the dispersion predictions of Chew et al.
(1937) thus limiting the validity of the value of 
at threshold deduced by Cini et al.
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Figure 1 shows a plot of , where the solid
lines represent the predictions of Chew et al. The 
quantity  ^ has a small but unknown value which does 
not affect the shape of the curves.
As a result of this discrepancy between experiment
ajid theory, a number of recent experiments, directed
at the measurement of (Y + p + n) closeoin.
to threshold, have been performed.
Lewis and Azuma (1959) using a counter telescope 
system obtained results in agreement with Beneventano 
et al. Barbaro and Goldwasser (1959) measured the 
differential cross section at 90^ c.m. at l60 and 219 mev. 
These results indicated a cross section somewhat higher 
than those of Beneventano et al. near threshold, but 
this conclusion rests upon the evidence of a single point.
Gorzhevskaya et al . (I96O) and ^idamovich et al. (I960) 
at Lebedev have measured Ci^ in the range 
EY = 133 —  173 mev (lab). Although their results
indicate a higher value of ^ 0^  than indicated by 
Beneventano et al., they are consistant with 
constant if considered alone.
The results of Leiss and Fenner (1955) for energies 
close to threshold which originally supported the
OLo(IO ^^ysCer)
20
10
160
Ft"".1. The experlTnATital peint? fer e% = w 
fiven tp r.n-p^ h^ vs'-eye (lAçeiA  ^ Ad-re-^^ich et el. (i960) A ^ 
Pr^-rhnro ‘^.nl h ^ l l ?ser (l'^59) □ ^De^fis end Aeure (iff'")
• re':"''"ent'^ ne  ^1.  ^19Ff ) # ^ere rnnnnred -^ ith
tin r  niT’^ Trr'o ;.TTTrr>-n r i-  D i c v^ r-rc i nm -hhp-.-r'-'r {'1 r* Pt»t»p c-n'-'’n r-e
> ' F  T^ t  n  n  - p ( ' 1“  '^  p
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constancy of were liable to rather large errors
and were in error (Leiss, Penner;(1959))•
All the foreinentioned results are shown in figure 1. 
Although the value of tends to rise near
threshold this is mainly due to the generally higher 
values of the lower energy data of Adamovich et al.(I960) 
and Gorzhevskaya et al.(I960) compared with those of 
Beneventano et al.(l95^)« In the energy interval where 
these two sets of data overlap they do not appear 
altogether consistent. At I70 mev the Adamovich results
are higher by This difference could arise partly
from the difficulties of absolute calibration of a photon 
beam monitor. Because of the difficulties of beam 
calibration, the relative errors of a single experiment 
may be appreciably smaller than the absolute error.
For this reason it is advantageous to determine the 
behaviour of û~o from a single experiment. None 
of the above experiments, apart from the single low energy 
point of Barbaro and Goldwasser (l959), considered alone, 
indicates a tendancy for to increase near threshold.
It appears therefore that further experiments covering a 
wide range of energies are necessary to resolve the problem.
It is also worth noting that the dispersion theory
predictions run into difficulties for energies EY 180 mev 
where theory predicts values some 20^ b too low.
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To sum up, the threshold cross section
ÏÏ
deduced by Beneventano et al.(l93^) is seen to give a
^  (Y + p — > %"*" + n) = (1,43 - »02) • 10 ^ (2) cm
serious discrepancy when compared, using a relation 
suggested by Marshak(1931) and Anderson and Permi(1932) ,
with the S-wave scattering lengths a^ = 0 , 1 6 5  and a^ = - 0 , 1 0 5  
obtained by Orear(1 9 3 7 ) for pion-nucleon scattering.
These results were obtained from the experimental 
data using extrapolations to zero pion momentum which 
have no strong theoretical justification, particularly 
in the case of the photoproduction data.
Theoretical guidance can be obtained from dispersion 
theory which gives the best available description of 
pion phenomena. In particular. Chew et al.(1 9 3 7 )  
have given dispersion theory predictions for pion-nucleon 
scattering and photoproduc tion. Cini et al.(1938) 
used these predictions as a basis for a fresh treatment 
of the data to give
<5Ç(Y %+) = 1,93 . cm^.
and = 0,24.
The use of these values eliminates the discrepancy 
However, the theoretical behaviour of
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as given by dispersion theory, does not agree with 
the values deduced from the photoproduction experiments 
of Beneventano et al.(l956) and Lewis and Azuma(l939) • 
Further work of Barbaro et al.(1939) and Adamovich et 
al.(i960) possibly suggests the rise of near the
photoproduction threshold, but the evidence of these 
experiments is not conclusive.
The analysis of recent data on pion-nucleon 
scattering supports a non-linear behaviour of 5^ - ^
with respect to q, and leads to lower values of 
aj^ - a^ than deduced by Orear (193^) •
There is, therefore, room for further experimental 
work both to show unambiguously the behaviour of 
for photon energies from threshold up to 23O mev 
and to determine the energy dependence of the S-wave 
phase shifts, particularly § ^  for which less data is 
available•
3
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Ill• The Bubble Chamber Study of V ♦ p ♦ n
1. The Aim of the Present Work.
At the commencement of the present work, the only 
data covering a wide range of energies for photoproduction 
on hydrogen and reaching down to low energies was that of 
Beneventano, Bernardini et al, (1936) for photon energies 
of 170 mev to 230 mev. These results are not consistent 
with the predictions of dispersion theory as treated by 
Chew, Low, Goldberger and Nambu (1937)*
Later results of Azuma and Lewis (1939) are in good 
agreement with those of Beneventano et al, (1936),
Adamovich et al, (1960) and Gorzhevskaya et al, (I960) 
obtain results for the energy range 133 - 173 mev.
Their results, however, caiuiot, as indicated in the previous 
chapter give a convincing answer to the behaviour of the 
cross section near threshold because of the relatively 
large statistical errors and possible intercalibration 
uncertainties between the different experiments.
It is therefore apparent that further experiments 
are necessary. Since the relative errors in a given 
experiment are likely to be less tlian the absolute errors, 
it is desirable to perform an experiment over a wide range 
of energies to give a comparison with theory independent 
of the intercalibration between different experiments which
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is necessary at present.
The study of positive pion photoproduction from 
hydrogen is carried out by observing the production 
energy and direction of the resulting pions. This 
information determines completely the kinematics of 
the reaction
V ^* + p —» 1C + n.
The present experiment uses a propane bubble chamber, 
in which a high pressure hydros;en gas target is situated, 
for the detection of the ic^, Protons from x^-produc tion 
are also detected.
This method has the advantage that pions from all 
production angles between 10° and 170° and corresponding 
to all photon energies between 163 mev and 211,3 mev are 
observed simultaneously. This avoids the possibility
of systematic errors which might be energy or angle 
dependant provided a good scanning efficiency is obtained.
The method gives good angular resolution and the 
particle energies are determined by range - energy 
relations. The pion tracks can be followed back almost 
to the target thus giving confir»iation of the position 
of their origin.
The only important correction that is required allows 
for the geometric efficiency of the chamber and is a 
purely geometrical calculation.
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2 • The Propane Bubble Cliamber,
The chamber, designed for use with propane is of 
5 litres capacity, and is in the form of a short cylinder 
23 cms. diameter and lO cms. deep, Tlie ends are closed 
by toughened glass windows approximately 4.3 cms. thick.
A short pipe connects the chamber to the piston responsible 
for chamber expansion. The piston is controlled by 
compressed air supplied from a compressor. The cliamber 
is maintained at its operating temperature of 33 60°C
by a surrounding thermostatically controlled water bath.
iVn experiment in which low energy particles are to 
be detected must be arran^;ed so that the production of the 
particles takes place inside the chamber. The permissible 
size of entry window to a chamber would severely limit the 
yield from a reaction outside the chamber. Usually,
therefore, the chamber liquid is used as target for the 
incident particles. In the case of photon induced 
reactions produced by bremsstrahlung, however, it is 
necessary to have a pure target, since for example with a 
propane target events in carbon and hydrogen cannot be 
completely distinguished, since short recoils cannot be 
observed.
For the present experiment an Aluminium alloy tube 
3,81 cms. diameter, has been placed through the centre 
of tiie chamber along the horizontal diameter, as shown in
[T T
of the P rope ne Buhhle Chember.
1. Chn-brT* . f'. Target— cont'’.inin3 tube. B. Pressure
transducer . 4. ^orts for filling charrber ^ a Iso pres su e
gouge position. 5. Piston. 4. Aperture in piston imll to 
maintain atn^sph^T»ic pre'^sure be tu eon piston Sa'dis. 7.
' lectT'icol contacts (one only shovaa) uhich in^'icate the 
moment at which expansion is complete. 8. Compressed '^ ir 
input. 9. Barvr-H le ^^ '^ 1-^ e,
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fig. 2. This target tube, through which the photon 
beam passes» allows any target matericil to be contained 
inside the chamber. Unlike chambers in which the 
operating liquid is used as the target, the present 
method allows the target material to be changed without 
affecting the operation of the chamber. The ctiamber 
can also be operated with Freon (CF^Dr) as an operating 
fluid instead of propane. The increase of density of 
operating liquid from 0»44 gm. cm to 1,5 gw. cm allows 
a higher energy range of reaction products to be stopped 
in the cliamber.
The target tube has a wall thickness of 0,122 cms., 
sufficient to contain a gaseous target at 42 atmospheres.
The minimum detectable particle energy depends only slightly 
on the thickness of the walls of the target tube. For 
a two centimetre track in propane corresponding to a 
pioii energy of 13,8 mev the energy loss in the target 
tube wall is only 2,0 mev or 12j®u of 15*6 mev, the 
minimum detection energy for pions produced at S^ O^  in the 
laboratory coordinates. The minimum particle energy 
tliat can be detected thus depends primarily on the 
operating liquid in the chamber.
The piston responsible for the expansion of the 
chamber is operated by compressed air tiie flow of which is
1Ft3 t g'^nerxl vi^u the chxipber. Th»^-
T y e t  tu"^ c'^ n seen peseing through the cherbe^. The 
try uiu'^^w s situetei t th'^  end -f thr e-tc si-n 
tube ^n the right. The ^^ur cerner'^s T c  behind en the l^ft
f the illubinnt'lnn^ s-rcbçrr hue^e’nr' r*'^! nil 1
<• (■ r>‘n r* 'y-^rr-r^ e n T-e^ .^ enl the cheruber
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controlled by a solenoidally operated, two way ,
Barksdale valve*
For one valve position, compressed air at 30 
atmospheres is fed to the lower surface of the piston*
The initial propane liquid - vapour mixture at its 
saturated vapour pressure of 20 atmospheres is thus 
completely liquified,the amount of propane being 
adjusted to give, for complete compression, a pressure 
in the chamber of 22 atmospheres* Switching the 
valve allows the compressed air in contact with the 
piston to exhaust to atmosphere and as a result the 
pressure of the propane forces the piston down. The 
sudden increase of the chamber volume reduces the still 
liquid propane to a pressure around 8 atmospheres below 
the saturated vapour pressure. The propane is thus 
in a sensitive superheated state until the pressure 
returns to the saturated vapour pressure under the 
influence of wall boiling.
Initially, the sensitive conditions of the chamber 
were determined using a Co^^ source. Y-radiation 
from the source produces Compton electrons of energies 
up to 1,3 mev corresponding to a track length in propane 
of about 1 cm. The effects of varying expansion ratios 
and operating temperatures were examined.
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The tests showed that sensitivity was Just 
obtained with an expansion ratio of 1,4^ o at an 
operating temperature of 55^U. This was, however,
minimum sensitivity, only the track ends being visible. 
Minimum ionising particles were not detected.
To observe the 1 cm. electron tracks completely 
an expansion ratio of i ,8/L was necessary at an 
operating temperature of 61 ^C. The increase of
expansion ratio to values as high as 8^\> resulted in 
no appreciable increase of sensitivity . These 
conclusions were confirmed for longer tracks produced 
from targets placed in a high energy photon beam.
Pig. 3* shows the form of the pressure variation 
as measured with a commercial pressure transducer using 
a 2/0 expansion ratio. The time of travel of the 
piston was measured, using electrical contacts, to be 
^  6 ms, the precise time depending on the condition 
of the piston seals. Expansion resulted in a minimum 
pressure of 12 atmospheres. The sensitive time of 
the chamber is of the order of a few milliseconds as 
shown by variation of the timing of the expansion 
relative to the arrival of a pulsed photon beam at the 
chamber. The optimum conditions for track formation 
occured between 0 and 1 ms after completion of the
b î _ X , Xhr 1 ry^-J-fy-r 1-T'nr»o bh‘- n-r»-i •. t 1'>■•'1 .f
nr -limn i -- yvic cb'^ rb'^ '^ r fmrr an initial ■'^ •nlue 22 n trn.
- rniainim 1? nt^.. in 6 nillii-econds. 'Oscillations on 
tho tT'"^r^'sult fn^n' tonnoo'^'py positioning of tho 
t-nas'^ucor hood during the expe^irnont. The upper heo^rp 
tn-ooe shows " nogati^’e puls o in"^  ico ting corplote exp on si on 
foliowo" by o po-itive pulse 10 n s . l^ter indlooting the 
stort of T»r0 T'assion. The upper faint troce snows o. 
n^go tirr pulsr 0 ^^sponcling t'^  '^ rri^ '^^ i of the photon tec.n 
1/t' ^s . o f-*:r:r complete exponsi'-n.
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expansion. The bubbles produced by ionising particles 
reach a sufficient size for photography in 1 , 5 - 2  ms 
after the passage of the particles.
The expansion ratio of 2^ was chosen for operation 
as being the lowest practical value giving consistent 
operation of the chamber. Though a larger expansion 
ratio tends to give a longer sensitive time the smaller 
expansion ratio has two advantages. Large expansion 
ratios tend to create a greater disturbance in the 
chamber thus increasing the chances of track distortion. 
Further, a larger volume of vapour is released from wall 
boiling resulting in increased difficulty during 
recompression and the increased piston movement results in 
a greater consumption of compressed air during each 
expansion.
It is important in the operation of a bubble cliamber 
to obtain as fast a cycling rate as possible when in the 
present case the synchrotron produces bremsstrahlung at 
a frequency of 250 pulses/minute. The cycling rate 
of a bubble chamber depends on the rate at which re- 
: compression takes place. Tlie rate of recompression , 
in turn, depends on the rate of transfer of latent heat 
from the vapour to the liquid. This can be increased 
by increasing the pressure in the chamber, but a great 
increase in the rate of compression is obtained if the
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bubbles can be completely recompressed before they are 
able to coalesce at the top of the chamber, since in this 
case the surface area available for heat transfer is much 
greater.
Aided by using the minimum expansion ratio, fast 
recompre ssion is obtained by rocominencing tlie recompression 
15 ms after completion of the expansion. A 7»5 litre 
reservoir cylinder close to the Barksdale valve prevents 
any pressure drop of the air supply during recompression 
due to the impedance of the supply lines. The compressed
air is supplied from a compressor of free air capacity of 
3,7 litre sec"^ and enables a cycling rate of 30 expansions 
per minute to be maintained.
When the chamber is cycled for several minutes at 
30 expansions per minute the chamber sensitivity is 
found to decrease slightly from its value for the first few 
cycles reaching a steady value after some expansions.
This results from the minimum pressure reached becoming 
nearly half an atmosphere higher. This change is 
accompanied by a rise of temperature in the chamber of 
about l^C, resulting from tiie work being done on the propane. 
A compensation piston is used to control the variation of the 
pressure of the compressed propane arising from this 
temperature change.
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In experiments perfoimiod with a photon beam one 
of the main difficulties is caused by the considerable 
electron background originating in the target. In 
the present case where a pure hydrogen target is used 
this background is nearly a minimum for most energies of 
electrons. However, it is still a serious limitation.
During the experiment, therefore, the chamber was 
operated at a temperature of 3 ^ * .  This tempei'ature 
reduces the sensitivity to tlio minimum ionising electron 
tracks producing a decrease in the density of the 
background. This temperature is still sufficient to 
give good density pion and proton tracks and causes pions 
and protons to stand out from the electron background.
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3. Photography and Illumination.
Four cameras are used to give stereoscopic 
photography since only with this number of cameras 
can a sufficient region of the chcimber be observed.
The position of the target tube in the centre of the 
chamber would otherwise exclude large regions of the 
chamber from view.
The cameras use Beattie magazines cOid hold 100 ft. 
of 35 mm. film, sufficient for 1,000 frames. Tlie 
magazines are held behind shutterless leases the 
exposures being controlled by the illumination.
The cameras are arranged in pairs, an upper and 
lower pair, the members of a pair subtending a stereo 
angle of 25^ at the chamber. The pairs are separated
w ith an angle of 4o^ (see fig. 4). The wider separation 
of the cameras in the vertical direction allows a greater 
coverage of regions otherwise hidden by the target tube.
Figure 4 indicates the illumination system and 
the arrangement of the cameras. The light source is 
an externally triggered tubular flash tube placed parallel 
to the target tube. The tube operates at 1,6 KV and 
dissipates 16 joules per flash, sufficient for use with 
R.55 film.
Dark field illumination is obtained by arranging the
3 .4 . Th'i" ^unhlo ■'^pticpl ?y ? t . 1 .
. ?. bind'^ws ?f the ter ‘^ath. 5^. Chernbrr wind^'vrs.
/I %r '> 1 f>-r 1 r. -n •v. ^ +- -î T 1 nr^-î "np-h oa ^  ^T 1 11 r" c. f* p V-j ri ?‘n"h P T»
’^'^ t ■'"isi'’"!^ t the carerse. . T^.r3et tu--p' . 7. Cylindrical
liaht c  11 ira tir.- lenses. Finsh tu'^e liyht source.
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light source to be not directly visible by the cameras*
A fairly low scattering angle for light scattered from the 
bubbles into the cameras has been used since the intensity 
of scattered light decreases at j.arg«»r angles ( Davis, 1955) •
At the mean scattering angle used, 30^, the scattered intensity 
is almost 25 times that at 90^*
Cylindrical lenses have been added to the lighting 
system to make the scattering angle more uniform throughout 
the chamber, since if the scattering angle varies 
appreciably the contrast is not uniformly good throughout 
the chamber. With the cylindrical lenses in place the
scattering angle varies between l6° and 32° corresponding 
to a factor two in scattered intensity.
The cameras give a magnification of l/lO and the 
lenses were stopped down to f/l6. With these settings
an adequate depth of field for tlie chamber is obtained and 
the recorded bubble images correspond to a diameter of 
0,3 mm. in object space.
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4. The Experimental Lay-out.
The arrangement of the experiment is shown in fig. 3 
The collimation must allow sufficient clearance between 
the photon beam and the walls of the target tube through 
whicii it is passed in order to avoid background events 
occuring in the tube walls or the propane. Since 
collimation does not produce sharp limits of beam diameter 
the clearance must be generous.
The chamber was lined up to the beam using X-ray 
films exposed to the beam behind a l/l6” thickness of 
aluminium to indicate the beam position. Crosswires, 
temporarily located at the ends of the target tube also 
showed on the X-ray films thus indicating the position 
of the chamber relative to the beam.
The first collimator siiown in fig. 3 limits the beam 
diameter. Initially a diameter collimator,
producing an 0,9” diameter beam at the chamber, was 
tried. Although the geometrical clearance is 0,23” 
considerable electron background was observed.
Consequently a 1/8” collimator giving a beam diameter of 
0,33” at the chamber was used and proved to be satisfactory 
The main problem in using a bubble chamber with a 
photon beam is to reduce the electron background, since 
this can limit the minimum particle energy detectable and
! M*e.
■CD
Pb
Fig 5. cchematlc dlagr an of the layout of the experiment. 
1. Synchrotron target. 2. Pa h of circulating electrons.
3. Photon beam. 4. Polytiiene beam hardener. 5. 1/8" diam. 
lead collim; tor. 6. Beam crubbing magnet. 7. Second lead 
collima tor. 8. Beam entry and exit win.iov/s of 40 thou. 
Milar. 9.Second scrubbing magnet. 10. Extension of the 
target tube. 11. The Bubble Chamber.
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does limit the beam flux that can be accepted.
The use of a lower operating temperature to reduce 
the effect of background electrons» is only a partial 
solution. It is still important to keep the number 
of electrons entering the chamber to a minimum.
The electron background is produced in the 
hydrogen target itself and also arises in the 0,1 g m .cm ^ 
thick milar window (4o thou) through which the photon 
beam enters the target tube. The electron background 
from the beam entry window is comparable with that from 
50 cm. of hydrogen and thus contributes considerably 
to the background in the chamber if the beam window is 
close to the chamber. A reduction of the background 
was achieved by extending the target tube to place the 
beam entry window in the field of a sweeping magnet 
125 cm. from the chamber. Electrons produced in the 
beam entry window were deflected out of the beam and 
although an extra thickness of hydrogen was introduced 
before the chamber a net reduction of electron background 
in the chamber was obtained.
With the target tube evacuated the electron background 
observed in the chamber was neglegible indicating the 
hydrogen as the sole source of background.
The majority of background electrons are produced 
by low energy photons. lieam hardening has been used
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to reduce the number of low energy photons in the beam 
relative to those of greater energy.
l6** of polythene hardener was placed before the 
first collimator, producing a relative decrease in the 
number of photons below 25 mev. The attenuation above 
100 mev is roughly constant at 0,6 but since the 
chamber can only accept a small beam intensity this 
attenuation is not important.
After passing through the hardener and first 
collimator, the beam passes through a scrubbing magnetic 
which removes electrons produced at the collimator and hardner 
from the beam. A second lead collimator does not 
directly colli.nate the beam but is arranged to cut down 
photons scattered from the first collimator which would 
otherwise reach the walls of the target tube. A final 
lead wall was placed immediately in front of the chamber 
and cut down the few electrons entering the chamber through 
the walls.
Under these conditions the background in the cJiamber 
with the target tube evacuated was negligible, amounting 
only to a few electron tracks per beam, with beam intensity 
of 2.10 equivalent quanta per pulse. During the 
experiment the target tube contained hydrogen at a pressure 
of hz atmospheres when the electron background arising in 
the hydrogen limited tlie Y-beam intensity that could be
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5used to 2,5* 10 e<iuivaleiit quanta per pulse. This 
background consists of relatively short and predominantly 
forward tracks concentrated witliin a few centimetres from 
the tube. Nevertheless it is usually possible to trace 
tracks of pions or protons to within 1 cm. of the tube. 
Detection of pions or photons with track length much less 
than 2 cm. in propane is too difficult to be reliable.
The background therefore as well as limiting the beam 
intensity that can be used also determines the minimum 
particle energies that can be detected as shown below.
TABLb' - Minimum Energy (lab) for Detection.
30^ 6o® (lab angles)
% 17*2 mev. 15*8 mev. 13*6 m ev.
P 4 0 .6 mev. 37*2 mev. 36,6 mev.
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5 • The Operation of the Cliamber.
The synchronisation between the exp.msion of the 
chamber and the production of the photon beam is obtained 
by use of a timing pulse received 80 ms. before tlie arrival 
of the beam at the chamber. This timing pulse is fed
through a gate circuit which permits the passage of only 
one timing pulse, the passage of the pulse causing the gate 
to close. The gate is opened by a control pulse which is 
produced at a frequency corresponding to the desired cycling 
rate of the chamber.
Thus though timing pulses are received with frequency 
230/min, only a few are accepted at a rate suitable for 
chamber operation. The accepted timing pulses are suitably
delayed in a phantastron type circuit, with a stability 
better than 0,1 ms. The delayed pulse is responsible for 
operation of the Uarksdale valve and consequent expansion 
of the chamber.
An oscilloscope display of the pressure trace and a 
pulse synchronous with the photon beam is used to give 
approximate adjustment of the timing (see fig. j). A 
more accurate adjustment makes use of a pulse produced at 
the moment of complete expansion. This pulse is produced 
when, on complete expansion, the piston connects two 
electrical contacts mounted in the piston housing.
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During chamber operation an oscilloscope displayed 
the beam pulse and, a pulse obtained from a piiotocell 
recording the illumination. The trace was triggered on
the pulse produced at complete expansion.
The beam was received 1 ms. after completion of the 
expansion and the flash lamps were fired 1,8 ms. later.
The cycling rate during the experiment was 20 - 23 cycles 
per minute enabling one roll of film containing 1000 frames 
to be taken per hour. L^t any time it was possible to 
take a single photograph with a "Polaroid” camera. This
camera gave a finished print one minute after exposure and 
was used to monitor the sensitivity of the chamber.
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6• The Analysis of the Events.
Study of the event 
Y p —». + n
involves determination of the direction and lengtli of the 
pion track by the combination of measurements from two or 
more views of the event.
Cloud chamber pictures have been analysed by 
reprojective stereo pairs through a system optically 
equivalent to that through wiiich the photographs were
originally taken. The position in which the two
projections of a given track coincide indicates tiie 
spatial position of that track. This method is not so 
convenient in the present case, since liquid propane has a 
refractive index of 1,3*
Measurements have, tiieref ore, been made on individual 
photographs and combined with tiiose from other photographs 
of tlie same event to give data for the computation of the
spatial positions of the tracks.
The measurements are made reiative to reference marks 
placed on the inner surfaces of both windows. Fig. 6 
shows the position of the cameras relative to the chamber 
and the coordinate system used to describe events in the 
chamber. The reference marks, shown in the diagram on 
one window only, are at known positions relative to the
5ô.
\
2
F i 2! • ^ -  chemA t i c  ^ en t t  i.n-n ch'^"in^; th e  
e rrf-T'r: - i t i n-ip 1,P^^y'^vA 4 !■''-'ti'^ ’^e t o  th e  cri'^ o’tf^ r.
t e  ’^y^'trrri T ^ y ^ 7 n - ^ ' d  i n  t h e  e n e l y e i e  o f  t r  ' l e  
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chamber coordinate system. The surfaces on which the 
reference marks appear correspond to the planes %  - 
(rear) and (front.)
Consider, for example, the end point of a track u 
with coordinates Dc j . ~Z- as shown in f i^;ure 7 # Li^ht
from this point reaches a ^iven camera by travelling; in the 
appropriate direction in the chamber. The path triken 
by the li^;ht is a strai^jlit line passing through U and 
intercepting the inner window surfaces at j p v ^
and ^  i \j fh t 0 say. Obviously when looking at
the photograph these three points will aj)pear coincident.
Thus each point on a photograph corresponds to a straight 
line in the :,hamber. Since the reference marks lie
on the planes Z - o  and 'Z^ - d  measurement relative to
the reference points leads to the coordinates
/ /and ^   ^^  A defining the line on which the
measured point lies.
In practice the photographs are projected at 1  ^ times 
life size onto a scaiming table. For each view a graph 
paper sheet is lined up with tiie reference marks and gives 
a coordinate system /g in terms of which measurements
are made on the photographs.
The reference marks are placed at known positions 
DC j y I j d  and  ^ for front and roar
Fig.?. The diagram illustrates the method for 
the de termination of the sp iti^l position of the track 
end-point Q. See text for explanation.
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windows respectively# Measurement of their positions in 
each view relative to the axes ^  relates the
coordinate system to the chamber coordinates Z #
Ç ^ IThus the measurement in one view of the 5 > 7 coordinates
corresponding to a given point on a track determines the
/ / I fcoortiinates -p j d  and  ^y % which
define the line on which tlie measured point lie s. The
relationship between the coordinate systems was found to 
be fitted by equations of the form
X  = /) -f %  -f- C D ^ ^  ^
u = h ^ C\"' + û f  V (38)
In the case of measurement of the end point of a track, 
or a point of interaction, the identical point is measured 
in the different views. The measurements lead to two or 
more lines on which the measured point lies and the 
intersection of these lines gives the spatial position 
of the point.
However in general a point on a track measured in one 
view cannot be exactly identified in another# In tlie 
measurement of tracks in the present experiment, only the 
end point of the track allows measurement of the corresponding 
points of the track in all views#
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When corresponding points in the different views 
cannot be measured two or more points, measured in a given 
view cilong the track, essentially define a plane in wiiich the 
track lies, in a way an ilogons to a single measurement 
defining a line on which the measured point lies. The
intersection of planes determined from two views gives 
the spatial position of the track.
The first clearly visible point of the track  ^5 p, 
was measured together with a further point , so
defining the track direction in the view measured. As
before each of these points represents a line in the 
chamber corresponding to the ray path taken by light from 
the observed point to reach the camera considered.
The Equations (38) give the points Pp , and
U  f ; u g as defining the lines corresponding to s p > ^ p
/ (and • This is shown in figure 8. The
points j t^ F j define the plane containing the
length of track PU. In a similar way measurement on a
Vsecond view leads to points Pp ,  ^Uf and u
which do not usually correspond to the points P and U on 
the track.
/ /We see from the diagram that the line cuts
the line Pp U p ' at Xp ; Vf , which lies on the
line PU. Similarly Xfe , Ve> j a is given by the 
intersection of H g. P% with (A g P% .
XF i F . 8 .  ThA di.^ FT»PTn i J J j i s t e s  th e  rr.ethod nsAri 
r ie -^ 'rn i in ^  th e  d i / r e ^ t l o n  co-^ir iAs o^' t h ^  t r a c k s  l^ m ^ n  
' 'ee  t ^ y  u f e r  eye l'^n " ' t ÎA n  .
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Thus the track iii the region between the points 
P and U has direction cosines
A  K  (Xp - kr. ^ (Vf - Va) a  ci.
and its position in t)ic chamber is determined•
The photographs of events are treated in pairs.
When a choice is possible, the pairing of the views 
is chosen so as to give the largest angle between the 
planes whose line of intersection determines the track 
direction. This requires use of a camera pair such 
tiiut the line Joining the cameras is more or less 
perpendicular to the track direction viewed on the 
photographs. The choice of camera pairing does not 
affect the accuracy of the determination of the track 
end point»
in practice the two lines whose intersection 
determines the position of U do not intersect exactly#
If the separation between the lines was more than 0»!** 
the event was remeasured.
Since the tracks measured are practically straight» 
the point <4 ought to lie on the line Joining j ûL
and i Vft, j ^ • However if the direction
cosine n is very small this is not necessarily the 
case because of the large distance of X p ^ V^  ^ cC 
and X & j V 6 , O from q in this case. Tlie
tracks have therefore been taken as the line through
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^  j j 'S<f with direction cosines .
The computation is done using a Dence computor.
The initial measurements were fed in on punched cards » 
values of the end point positions» direction cosines 
and particle energy were determined. The distance 
of the end point from the line joining f , cL
and XFi,, V/i , o was also computed. This gives
a check on the calculation of a C,  ^K • The
value of S q  should be small except when n — ^ o.
A further check of direction cosines is given by 
determination the closeness of the extended track to 
the axis of the target tube. Events giving unreasonable 
values were reanalysed.
In about 40/u of the tracks observed measurements 
could bo made on four cameras » thus allowing two 
independent calculations of track end point position 
and track direction» to be made. From a comparison 
of these measurements it is possible to deduce the 
accuracy of measurement resulting from random errors 
in measurement of the events and location of the 
reference marks.
Comparison of these measurements indicates the 
following errors
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jL tracks 
Ij tracks
Came ra 
Combinations 6
(1,3)(2,4)
(1,2)(3,'*)
-, 35 t Am 
-,80 mm
-, 80 mm
-,35
1.1 mm
1.1 miu
l,5®
3,0®
* at 30
The programme calculates for each track the value 
Sc, which is defined as the closest distance of the track 
tu the tube axis, when extrapolated back into the target 
tube. Fig.9 shows the distribution of be for 443 
computed pion tracks.
In the case of exact measurement of the tracks the 
distribution should depend only on the characteristics 
of the photon beam.
Let the flux in the beau at distance M  fiom
the beam axis bo
2l(^ ) photons/cm 
or X(a,3) photons/cm when written
in Cartesian coordinates. Then the distribution of
Sc has the siiape -too
Si(Sc) c* (  I  ( (^3)
The observed distribution of Sc is very closely 
Gaussian witJi a standard deviation 0,70 cm whereas the
too
Fig.^. The served dis trihut ion of Sc v?'li:.es is 
nc n hi^t-'g^am. The smooth curve shows the G-ussicn 
'ivin^ th<^  best fit.
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geometrical beam radius is 0,65 cm. This large 
difference is due to the errors of analysis appearing 
in the value of Sc.
Because of the chamber geometry, the majority 
of tracks lie close to the y plane. For 70/^ 
of the tracks the direction cosine n <  0,3* As
a result the error in Sc arises mainly from combination 
of the errors in and n which are — 0,11 cm. and 
- .05 respectively. This gives an error of - 0,4 cm
in the value of Sc for an average track produced at 
90^. Combining tiiia with the distribution (39)
above, which can be approxinatod to a Gaussian of 
deviation 0,3 cm, we expect a distribution, nearly 
Gaussian, witli standard deviation - 0,50 cm.
This value is to be compared with the observed 
value - 0,70 cm. This difference is expected since 
for tracks at angles different from 90^ the expected 
error in Sc will be larger. Taking this into account
gives a standard deviation 0,65 cm.
The distribution of track origins is thus 
consistent with the calculated accuracy of the analysis 
and the dimensions of the beam at the chamber and is 
therefore evidence that the observed tracks originate 
from the region of the target traversed by the photon
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beam.
The observed distribution is compared with the 
Gaussian of deviation 0,70 cm in the following table. 
Tlie distribution is given in 6 intervals 1/8** wide.
Sc 3/2* «
observeddistribution
calculated d istribution
156 126 85 37 31 8
155 127 85 45 21 7
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IV. The Photoproduction of from llydroicen.
1. Selection of the Eventa.
40 000 photographs, 4 views for each of 10 000 
expansions, were scanned for pion tracks. The films 
were scanned directly under low magnification ( x 5)#
the four corresponding frames being scanned simultaneously. 
Since, in a bubble chamber not having an accurately 
controlled final pressure, bubble density measurements 
are not reliable, the pion energy must be determined from 
range-energy relationships. Thus only pions which stop 
in the chamber are of interest. Consei^uently, the pions 
were principally identified by the characteristic x — p, 
decay, a pion decay at rest producing a .muon track of 
length 0,29 cm. in propane. ^qualitative observation of 
multiple scattering and the variation of bubble density 
along the track also gives a useful guide to track 
identification. Photographs of a pion track showing the 
X - p decay and a proton track are shown in figures 10 and 
11 respectively.
Tracks with multiple scattering and bubble densities 
appropriate to pions were also observed without a x - p 
decay. These events were also measured and the analysis 
confirmed the conclusion that tliese tracks left the 
chamber.
F i g . 11. The Bubble Ch"rnber photograph shows 2 
'hieh is identifiable by the dec-]'" into a Mi-
^^'son. The chamber sensitivity is too low for the
oic^e-^r^n to be e^ -^ sil"^  visible..
Fig, 1 1 , i C.hvmb.= r ph^^t'^g^aph of a
•r>T* ■>-♦-or* -f-TonW D-r -|-T»r:i r*’''c* Tq rü Trr' n Iq i T» Vqi'rOlp
density and are noticably ‘^ traighter than the pion
"h T»n f» V c*
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Some 1000 pion tracks were measured in the manner 
indicated in the previous chapter. 435 pions were 
found stopping in the chamber, 383 of which lay in the 
range corresponding to photon energies EY « I65 - 211,5 
Mev. 72 events, corresponding to photon energies 
greater than 211,5 Mev were not included in the analysis 
since they are observed only at very backward angles and 
the statistics are relatively poor.
Pions were accepted for inclusion in the results 
from the angular range 15^ - 165^ in laboratory coordinates. 
Additional criteria were also used to define an accepted 
event.
To avoid including tracks which have interacted 
in the chamber walls, accepted pions were required to 
leave the target tube at a distance from the chamber 
walls greater than l/4**, that is, from a section of the 
target tube 24,13 cms. in length. These limits on the 
point of entry of acceptable pions into the chamber define 
the thickness of the hydrogen target available. Although 
accepted pions may be produced in the hydrogen at points 
beyond these limits in the case of particles not emitted 
at 90^, the effective target thickness for all production 
angles is 24,13 cms. corresponding to 0,075 gm/cm hydrogen
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at 42 atmospheres and 5 * # .  The temperature of 
the target is taken to be the same as that of the 
bubble chamber measurements showing the difference to be 
less than ^2 .
A further requirement is imposed to eliminate 
very short tracks which are both difficult to identify 
and to find during scanning. The accepted tracks
were essentially required to show a visible length
greater than 2 cm. when projected into a plane parallel 
to that of the f 11m. In otiier words, the track length 
appearing on the film must exceed the minimum acceptable 
value •
In practice, to facilitate the calculations of 
geometric detection efficiency for the chamber the tracks 
are required to end at least S'Vi (P centimetres,
measured in the y - direction (see fig. 6 page h2. )
beyond the boundary of the unobservable regions of the 
chamber, where Û  is the anqyle of the track relative 
to the tube axis and T is chosen equal to 2 cm. Tlim
represents the length of visible track on projection into 
the xy - plane.
The unobservable regions of the chamber are shown 
in fig. 4 and are a direct consequence of the presence 
of the target tube in the chamber. These unobservable 
regions, one hidden from the cameras by the tube and the
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other not illuminated are well defined since they depend 
solely on the position and dimensions of the tube.
Their boundaries have been determined for use in the 
geometrical efficiency calculations. The boundaries 
of the region not visible to the cameras were determined 
directly from measurements on the films. The 
unillutuinated region was determined from the relative 
positions of the light source and the target tube.
For the reasons indicated above, the accepted pions 
must enter the chamber from a region of the tube 24,13 cm 
long, corresponding to an effective target thickness of 
0 ,075 g m . hydrogen per cm". However, not all pions 
satisfying this coiu.1ition both show a sufficient track 
length and stop in tlie chamber. The geometric efficiency 
of the chamber for tracks of given production angle 
and range R is the fraction of tracks of accepted origin 
which both stop in the chamber and show sufficient track 
length. The geometric efficiency was computed as a 
function of 9  , the production angle in the laboratory
system, and T  , theperpendicular distance of the 
track and point from the wall of the target containing tube.
The events were corrected individually for the 
geometric efficiency before being placed into the 
appropriate enorgy-angle intervals. The errors on the
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computed values of ^ and T  give rise to uncertainties 
in the efficiency factors which contribute to the errors 
of the corrected yield values* TJiis error contribution 
becomes increasingly large for tracks for which the 
chamber efficiency is low. Tlie inclusion of a few 
tracks with low detection efficiencies in some energy- 
angle interval would contribute a large error. Thus a 
final condition for an accepted event is the requirement 
of a detection efficiency not less than 20^.
With this condition, the uncertainties in the 
efficiency factor contribute only slightly to the total 
error compared with the statistical error. The error 
in the efficiency factor in the worst case is lO^ o, 
in most cases it is 2;o. If the efficiency factor was 
uncertain by lO^o for each event in some energy-angle 
interval, whicli is not the case in practice, the statistical 
error would be ton times the error resulting from 
uncertainty of efficiency. Thus for the accepted events 
the uncertainties in the efficiency factors contriA^wtO 
only a negligible effect to the total error.
Using the above conditions to define an accepted 
track the original 383 events in the photon energy range 
BY = 165 - 211,3 mev are reduced to 332 accepted events.
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• • Backf^rouncl Events.
In a previous section, it has been shown that the 
region of origin of the pion tracks is consistent with all 
the pions being produced in the hydrogen and indicates tJie 
absence of a serious background from the walls of the 
target tube.
To obtain fmother information on possible 
background pions 1000 x 4 photographs were taken with 
the target containing; tube evacuated. The satisfactory 
sensitivity of the chamber during this run is confirmed 
by the few electron tracks seen in each photograph.
]During these 1000 expansions two protons and no pions were 
observed. This small yield together with the considerable 
decrease in the number of electron tracks showed that 
interactions between the brerasstrahlung beam and the walls 
of the target tube or the propane is very small. The 
background production of pions from material other tlian 
contained in the tube appears negligible.
Tlie last conclusion is confirmed by the runs with 
hydrogen. ,fUiy production of positive pions from the tube 
walls or propane would be accompanied by roughly equivalent 
numbers of negative pions. Only one negative pion was 
observed stopping in the chamber during the experiment.
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Similarly, appreciable impurity in the hydrogen 
used to fill the target tube would be revealed by the 
production of a number of x-mesons. The quoted impurity 
in the hydrogen used is 0,Ol/o, the main impurity
being nitrogen. This amount of nitrogen has a negligible 
effect on the pion yields. Consequently any background 
contribution to the x^ yield is entirely negligible and 
no background correction has been made.
-S'...
'br
..... 1 
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3 • Tlie Brems8trahlung Beam.
Electrons accelerated to 320 mev In an electron 
synchrotron produced bremsstrahlung radiation at a tungsten 
wire target 60 thou, in diameter. The beam was 
monitored after passing through the hydrogen target by a 
Wilson type Quantameter (Wilson,1937)• The beam flux was 
recorded continuously, the resulting curves being integrated 
to give the total number of equivalent quanta passing 
through the hydrogen target. Correction was made for 
the relatively slow cycling rate of the bubble chamber 
compared with the synchrotron repetition rate of 230 pulses 
per minute, assuming an average intensity for the beam- 
pulses observed by the bubble chamber.
Observed quanta
Recorded quanta No of useful photographs on film** 230 Time (mins. ) for exposure of film
The thin target spectrum calculated by Schiff(1931) 
has been used as a good approximation for a wall collimated 
beam since the majority of forward photons are produced 
in the first few thou, of the target before appreciable 
energy loss can occur.
Correction has been made for the 16” polythene 
beam hardener under the assumption that each interacting
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photon is permanently removed from the beam. This 
assumes that the electrons resulting from photon 
absorption do not reradiato appreciably in the forward 
direction. Swanson et a l .(I960) indicate that* 
electrons are removed by multiple scattering before 
reradiation occurs and that high energy pairs do not 
produce significant foirward radiation. Divergences from 
this assumption tend to favour a greater intensity for 
low energy photons at the expense of high energy photons 
but probably has least effect in the middle of the 
spectrum.
Ir
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4. Tlie 8panning Effloiency»
The scanning efficiency has been determined by 
rescanning the film for tracks. 2000 photographs 
have been rescanned and give a scanning efficiency very 
close to 100*;o. No further x* tracks stopping in the
chamber were discovered during the rescan.
For the purposes of the calculation of scanning 
efficiency the accepted pions were divided into two groups 
corresponding to pion energies greater and loss tlian 
25 Mev. respectively. The scanning efficiencies of 
these two groups wero then determined independently to 
check for any dependence of scanning efficiency on track 
length. The scanning efficiencies for both groups were 
found to be better than 95/^ indicating a closely constant 
scanning efficiency for all the accepted pious.
Very short tracks were excluded from the analysis 
of the data since it is fairly certain that the scanning 
efficiency must decrease for very short tracks since they 
become difficult to distinguish in the dense electron
close to the tube. Only tracks for which T ,
defined in section 1 of this chapter, is greater than 2 cm 
are therefore accepted. Justification of this limit
is made by comparison of results obtained for the limits 
T s 2cm with a calculation using T.. s2,3om and
appropriate geometrical efficiency, as described in a 
following section.
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5• Minor Corrections;
The width of the hydrogen target lias a negligible 
effect on the energy resolution. For tracks produced 
at 20° the path length of a particle produced in the 
photon beam is uncertain by zt ,013 gm/cm , corresponding 
to an energy uncertainty of 0,2 mev for a 20 mev pion.
At 90° A E  «! 0,03 mev for a 20 mev pion.
Corrections have been added for decays in flight 
of 1 - 3/0 and for absorption of mesons in propane of 
loss than l/G from data for carbon given by Stork(l93^)*
uno'
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6• Results.
All the observed pions are plotted in fig.12. 
wliere open circles refer to pions excluded from the 
analysis because of insufficient track length. The 
pions rex^resented by crosses have track lengths 
corresponding to 2,0 cm <  T 2,5 cms • The
two solid curves show the limits for which the chamber 
efficiency is 20^ 0 for T^.^ « 2cm. The accepted
events have been divided into five photon energy 
intervals and the centre of mass angular distributions 
are shown in fig. 13 and tabulated in Table 131 •
The best values for the differential cross sections 
at 90^ C.M. have been obtained from curves fitted to 
the angular distributions. The angular distributions 
for the three lowest energy intervals have been fitted 
by least squares to a constant, a straight line and a 
quadratic resi)ectively in terms of the variable Cos S*, 
where ® * is the pion production angle in centre of mass 
coordinates (see fig.13)* The differential cross section 
at 90^ C.M. for the interval of mean photon energy 196,5 
mev was determined with the guidance obtained by fitting 
the central three points to a constant and the best 
straight line. The highest energy interval required 
extrapolation to 90^ from backward angles. This was
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odone by eye and a large part of the error on the 90 
cross section arises from the uncertainty involved in 
this proceedure.
The quantity
= |T+(90°) I ^ = W  ^ ( 90“C.M.)
where
“ ■ ^ ^ M
Ohas been calculated from the 90 differential cross 
sections obtained from the angular distributions.
The results are given in the following table.
Table III.
EY 169.5 178.0 187.0 196.5 206.5 (Mev.)
+a = 12.9 13.7 13.6 14.0 13.0
(cm./sterad.) —T«4 il.8 i2,i Ï2.9
and shown in figure I4.
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/G
fMev )
The ^r^lues of ohtainci in the present 
wor^ '- ere shovm f'rr T_ cm* ( solid points ) and T.. - P .^tui\ . 1  / Ow, ^
^m. (npen circles ) . Curve (l) is ^t'^en hy the calculation 
of Rnrinc^n (iQ^9) f*mm dispersion theory given Pheu et --^l. 
U'^'V) vith ", •'81,!''■’« 0 z^i6 . Curve (P)
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7• Discussion of Results.
The energy dependence of positive pion 
photoproduction from hydrogen near threshold is 
conveniently represented by /T^( <9 )/^. The values 
obtained in this exporicnent for Û-q */T^(90^)/^ are 
plotted in figure l4. The solid points correspond
to a selection of events for which . = 2cm. while< im
open circles refer to a second analysis of the results 
selecting only events with T . = 2»5 cm. The 
consistency of these two selections will be shown to 
justify the choice of X. c 2cm. in the selection of■I/»»
accepted pions.
Figure ik also shows the theoretically predicted 
behaviour of Ci^ . Curve (l) is obtained from the 
calculation of Robinson ( 1*^39) using the theory given 
by Chew et al. (1937) with 0,081, o and
tu * - 2,08p, where 6J> * -f M is the total centre of 
mass energy. The lower curve (2) corresponds to a 
calculation with  ^ » -0,05 nnd ^  ^ a 0,08.
These theoretical curves have been estimated by Chew 
et al. to be good to 3-lD^ despite the approximations 
made in their evaluation.
Comparison of the obtained values with the 
theoretical curves shows that, in the energy range
n , . .
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EY ss 170 to 200 Mev. , wlille the theoretical curves 
rise markedly with decreasing photon energies, the 
experimental values obtained here are effectively 
constant with a value of 13,6 - 0,8. 10 cm^/sterad.
The error markers shown in fig. l4 indicate 
the standard deviations for the relative errors which 
arise entirely from the statistical errors. An 
uncertainty of 3-10/» in absolute beam calibration 
results in somewhat larger absolute errors. It is 
clear that the present values cannot be considered as 
being consistent with the theoretical predictions.
A possibility exists that this difference could 
arise from a lower scanning efficiency for the shorter 
low energy tracks. As previously mentioned 
rescanning of 2 000 x 4 photographs gave scanning 
efficiencies better than 93/» for each of two separate 
groups of accepted pions, namely those of energies less 
than and greater than 23 mev. respectively.
If we supposed the scanning efficiency to vary 
steadily with track length throughout the analysed sample 
of pions, a relative difference of more than 3O/0 in 
scanning efficiency for the two groups would be necessary 
to eliminate the discrepancy between theory and the 
present results. This is clearly not the case.
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Alternatively, with a nearly uniform scanning efficiency 
for most of the accepted pions, a marked drop of 
scanning efficiency for the shortest tracks accepted 
might account for the discrepancy.
If this was the case the results obtained accepted 
pion with T.. St 2 cm. would differ, particularly at 
the lowest photon energies observed, from the calculation, 
using only pions with = 2,5 cm. Figure 14 shows
both these treatments of the data giving essentially 
identical results indicating the absence of marked fall 
off of scanning efficiency in the range 2,0 < T  < 2 , 5  cm. 
Within the statistics the differential cross sections 
were idcr’tlcal in both cases.
Some uncertainty exists in the shape of the 
hardened bremsstrahlung spectrum arising from the simple 
assumption made, that all interacting photons are 
permanently removed. Departure from this behaviour 
would tend to favour photon intensities at lower energies 
at the expense of the higher energies and consequently 
tend to increase the discrepancy between the data and 
theory. In any case this effect would have a very small
effect on the relative values in the energy range 
considered.
Wo must therefore conclude tiiat since the scanning
( 10 )
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efficiency is uniform for the pion sample analysed 
that the divergence between the theoretical predictions 
and the present results are real.
Pig.15 shows the present results compared 
with the early results of Beneventano et al.(l93^) 
and also includes the results of Lewis and Azuma (1939) 
and Barbaro and Goluwasser (1939) and Uutherglen et al. 
(i960) published during the course of the present work. 
The recent data obtained by McPherson and Kennedy (196I) 
using a hydrogen bubble cliamber is also included. The 
results of Beneventano et al. have been increased by 
lO^b from the original values (Annual International 
Rochester Gonf.(I960) p.26.) . The results are fairly 
consistent and seem to indicate the value CLq settling 
down to a constant value above 173 mev. At photon 
energies below I70 mev. the predicted rise of 0 ^  seems 
to be confirmed.
Ball (i960) using the Mandelstam représentation 
has calculated the effect of a 2% intermediate state 
in photoproduction of from hydrogen. Inclusion 
of 7C - .7^ interaction appears to shift the theoretical 
curves as a whole and it seems unlikely that the 
discrepancy can be explained by a simple 2 % - 
intermediate state.
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Daldln (i960) has suggested that a comparison 
with the theory should be made at the centre of mass 
angle 6?^  determined by the relation
0,93 = k(q^ - q Cos )
At this angle the momentum transfer equals the momentum 
transfer at threshold and the unphysical contribution 
to the dispersion integral, presumed negligible by 
Chew ot a l • (1937), is eliminated. For this case
the present results give
EY (mev) 169,3 1?8 18?
/ T * (  )/^ (l0"^®ciaVater) 12#,9 ± 2,1 13.0 - 1,5 13.0 1 2,8
The similarity between the results for (X^ =/T*(50**)/^
and / T * ( 6) )/^ shown by the present results arises from
the nearly isotropic form of the angular distributions
observed at these energies.
The results of Beneventano et a l .(1936) as shown
by Walker (196I) give a rather higher value for 
 ^ / 2/T ( &  )/ with an energy dependence approaching that 
given by dispersion theory. The observed slope of 
the points given by Beneventano et al. (I936) arises
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from the forward-backward assymetry of the angular 
distributions observed by Beneventano above 180 mev.
This behaviour is not borne out by the recent 
work of Adamovich et al. (196O a) who obtain a more 
uniform angular distribution and who also consequently 
obtain /T^( &  )/^ « 13,0 . 10 ^^cm^/ster.
at I83 mev. in agreement with the present results, 
heocntly Walker and Burq (I962) have obtained an angular 
distribution at I83 mev substantially in agreement 
with Beneventano et a l .
Nevertheless there appears to be a significant 
discrepsncy bet een /T^ ( 0 * )/^ given by BenovontfUir 
et a l . and the dispersion theory at energies from 
180 mev to 240 mev. It therefore appears that 
neglect of unphysical states in the dispersion relations 
cannot explain the failure of the theory to give a good 
representation of the data in the photon energy range 
170 - 240 mev.
This discrepancy may arise from an insufficient 
evaluation of the dispersion integrals and it may be 
necessary to take into account contributions to the 
integral in addition to the important ("Kz ,^/z ) 
resonance contribution. Uretsky et a l .(1938) have
\ i- 91.
shown that, at least for the angular distributions, 
inclusion of the small P-wavo amplitudes affect the 
theoretical predictions considerably. Further 
contributions to the integrals from energies above 
the ( %  ,^/z ) resonance may be important.
A further possibility is that tc-tc resonance 
effects, more complicated than the 2 % intermediate 
state, may have considerable effect on the theory.
At energies between threshold and I70 mev the 
recent data of Uuthergièh et al.(l9bO) and McPherson 
and Kenney(1961) indicate a rise in the value of (Jq 
near threshold (fig.13) , The letter data in 
particular gives agreement with the dependence predicted 
by dispersion theor>^.
Thus the dispersion theory as given by
Chew et al. (1937) appears to give a fit to the data
close to the threshold, but a discrepancy d eve lopes
in the energy range I70 - 240 mev.
The better agreement close to threshold probably 
stems from the fact that near threshold the contribution 
of the dispersion integrals becomes small (Baldin,I96O b) 
and consequently the behaviour of /T^/^ is given mainly 
by perturbation theory and assumptions made in the 
evaluation of the dispersion integrals have relatively
92.
small effect.
It therefore is indicated that although the 
available data indicates a threshold value of 21 . 
10~^^cm^/ster as required to resolve the original 
discrepancy between low energy photoproduction and 
pion-scattaring data, the present work indicates a 
deviation from the theory in the energy range 
EY s 170 - 211 mev. This conclusion is supported 
by other data for energies above I70 mev.
It therefore would be desirable to extend 
the measurements up to energies of 2 ^ 0 mev. where 
little data is presently available. Measurement 
of angular dist r i m tiens in the energy range I70 - 250 
Mev. would determine the energy dependence of
y 2and /T( <9 )/ and throw further light on the discrepancy 
of the 183 mev. angular distribution measurements 
of Adamovich et a l .(I960 a) and Walker and Burq(l96l).
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A rubble Ch,mber atudy of Plon Photoproductlon
from HyUroA^en.
J.M.Scarr.
A review of experimental and Uieoretical aspects of 
pion photoproduction from nucleons is given together with 
a discussion of the relation between the photoproduction 
of positive pions from protons and pion-nucleon scattering. 
The existing experimental data is shown to be insufficient 
to confirm the theoretical predictions for photoproduction 
from hydrogen near threshold which are necessary to resolve 
an apparent inconsistency in the low energy data on pion- 
nucleon scattering arid photoproduction*
A bubble chamber specially adapted for use with a 
high energy photon beam has been developed. The containment 
of any desired target material in a tube passing through 
the chamber and the ability to operate with either propane 
or freon ( CF^Br ) gives a versatile method for the study 
of reactions induced by high energy photons. The apparatus 
and the choice of operating conditions are described. The 
method of measurement of events and their analysis from 
stereo-photographs is also described and the accuracy of
2
ê
\
the analysis^discussed.
The chamber,operating as a propane chamber,has been 
used to study positive pion production from hydrogen for 
photon energies 165 - 2 1 1 ^  Mev. Protons from neutral 
pion production were also corded. The determination of 
the scanning efficiency for finding events and its dependanc 
on track length is discussed and the scanning efficiency 
for accepted events is shown to be high. Angular distributic 
for TT-photoproduction are given and the energy dépendance 
of the cross sections^determined. The present results lead 
to an essentially constant value for the usual parameter 
13,3 ±0,8 .10  ^ cm^/ ster. in the energy range 
= 169 - 206,^ Mev in contrast to the marked decrease of 
at with increasing photon energy predicted by dispersion 
theory. The results are compared with the data of other 
workers.
A discrepancy between theory and experimental results 
appears well established above 170 Mev. Possible reasons 
for this discrepancy are discussed and reasons are given why 
the theory might be expected to be more reliable closer 
to the photoproduction threshold.
